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Friends Quiz 23

1. After their son is born, what surprise does the doctor spring upon Monica and Chandler?

2. Which two surprising items do we find out Phoebe keeps in her purse, as she and Rachel try and
find out whether Chandler is having an affair?

3. Where does the gang find Rachel's lost wedding ring?

4. What does Phoebe find whilst digging for change in a Central Park chair?

5. What does Rachel lose, that she borrowed from Phoebe, who borrowed them from Monica?

6. Chandler finds a pair of furry handcuffs whilst moving out of his and Monica's apartment. Who
do they discover that they belonged to?

7. What are the three types of ice that Phoebe provides for Rachel's surprise party, much to Monica's
annoyance?

8. What is the stage name of the stripper who performs at Phoebe's bachelorette party?

9. What happens to Ross' wedding ring after Joey throws him a bachelor party?

10. Why do the agency love the recommendation letter that Joey writes for Monica and Chandler?

11. Erica confides that the biological father of her baby is either her high school boyfriend or someone
who is now doing time in prison. What was his crime?

12. On what day of the year does Chandler finally quit his job?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. That the other one will be along in a minute
2. Night vision googles and a stun gun
3. In Monica's lasagne
4. A cop badge
5. An earring that Chandler gave Monica that she

was saving for a special occasion
6. Monica and Ross' grandma

7. Crushed, cubed and dry
8. Officer Goodbody
9. The duck eats it
10. They thought a child wrote it
11. That he killed his father with a shovel
12. Christmas Eve

Sphinx Phoenix 
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